A practical algorithm for learning scene information from monocular video.
The estimate of the scene information, such as the region of ground/non-ground, the relative depth of the ground and the unevenness of ground, is important for applications such as video surveillance, mapbuilding and etc. Previous research in this field is based on specific assumptions which are difficult to satisfy in practical situations. In this paper a practical algorithm is proposed to estimate the scene information in monocular video. With the pedestrian detection results for a period of time, the Pedestrian-Scene Map (PS Map), consisting of the average width of a pedestrian and occurrence probability of a pedestrian at each position of the scene, is learned by integrating the pedestrian samples with different sizes at different positions of the scene. Furthermore, the relative depth of ground region, the ground/non-ground region and the unevenness of ground can be measured with PS Map. Experimental results illustrated the proposed method's effectiveness with stationary uncalibrated camera for unconstrained environment.